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In this paper, we studied the following generalization of group matrices. Let G be 
a finite group and let H be a subgroup. Let A be a one-dimensional representation 
of H and let A* be the corresponding induced representation. Let F be a splitting 
field for G. A map cp: G + F is said to be a l-map if yl(gh) = I(h) q(g). A square 
matrix X is said to be a A-group matrix for G if X = (l/l HI) CRtG p(g) 1 *(g) for a 
l-map Q. l-group matrix is also a generalization of skew-circulants. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = {g, = l,..., gk} be a finite group of order k. Let F be a field and 
let F, be the ring of all s x s matrices over F. A k x k block matrix X with 
blocks in F, is said to be a block group matrix for G if there is a map f: 
G + F, such that X, =f(gig,:‘) where X, is the (i, j)-block of X [lo]. The 
study of group matrices has a very long history. In 1853, Spottiswoode 
studied the determinants of circulants (which are group matrices for cyclic 
groups) (see [6]). The determinants of group matrices were studied by 
Dedekind and Frobenius [3 1 and which led to the discovery of group 
representation theory. Various topics related to group matrices were recently 
studied by Chalkley [2], Garabanati [4,.5], Thompson [lo], Newman 171, 
Taussky [9], and Wang [ll, 121. 
On the other hand, Ayoub gave a proof of Iwasawa’s theorem in a recent 
paper [l] by showing the following: 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime and let t = i(p - 1). Let X denote the 
residue of x mod p and x-l denote the mod p inverse of x. Then the matrix 
[2a-‘b - p] where 1 < a, b < t is invertible and its inverse is equal to 
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where the summation is over all Dirichlet character xmod p such that 
x(-l) = -1. 
We refer to Ayoub’s paper [ 1 ] for the discussions on Iwasawa’s theorem 
and related results. The matrix [2a-‘6- p] is not a group matrix but has 
many similar properties. The study of matrices similar to [2a-‘6- p] led to 
the following generalization which also includes skew-circulant [4] as a 
special case. 
Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G. Let ;1 be an s- 
dimensional representation of H. A map cp: G + F, is said to be a A-map if 
q(gh) = A(h) q(g) for all g E G, h E H. Let /1 = (x, = l,..., x,,,} be a fixed set 
of representatives of left cosets of H in G in a fixed order. Let II* be the 
induced representation of G inducted by A. Then k*(g) = [l(x;‘gxj)] where 
l<i,j<mandIl(g)=Oifg&H [S]. 
DEFINITION. An m x m block matrix X with blocks in F, is said to be a 
A-group matrix for G with the defining A-map v, if 
x’=f 1 ii*( 
KEG 
where n = ] HI and q?(g) = q(g) @ I,. For convenience, we use the notation 
F(G/H, 13) to denote the set of all A-group matrices with blocks in F,. 
In this paper, we will study the basic properties of block A-group matrices 
and will extend some results of [2, 11, 121 to A-group matrices. 
1. STRUCTURE OF F(G/H,A) 
For convenience, let 
where q~ is an arbitrary map from G to F,. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let q: G+ F, be a map. Then 
Proof. Note that G = {x;‘gxj / g E G). 
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I 
since A(g) = 0 if g 6Z H. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let cpi: G +F,, i= 1,2, be maps. Then [y,j[v2] = [q, * cp,l 
where 
Proof 
Now Lemma 1.2 is clear. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose 1~1 E F(G/H, A). Then the first block column 
of [ull is equal to (I,..., dx,)>. 
ProojI By Lemma 1.1, 
Xi, = + h;H X(h) (o(x,h) = f \‘ 
hzf 
(DCxi) = cPCxi>. 
The following is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.4. F(G/H, A) is a subalgebra of the algebra of m X m block 
matrices with blocks in F,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if [q,], [q2] E F(G/H,A), then [p,][vz] E 
F(G/H, A). But this follows immediately from Lemma 1.2 since q, * q2 is a 
A-map if (D* is a A-map. 
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2. REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, we will give an alternate description for induced represen- 
tations which is useful in our study of A-group matrices. 
Let F,(G) be the group algebra of G over F,. Let 
0 = L‘ X(h)h 
h= 
and wi = xiu, i = l,..., m. 
LEMMA 2.1. hw = A(h)o for h E H. 
Proof: 
hw=h 
= A(h)o. 
= A(h) k‘ ;i(hh,) hh, =A(h) x li(h,)h, 
h:” hysfl 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be the F,-span of {co,,.,., CO,]. Then K is a left ideal 
of F,(G). 
Proof. It suffices to show that gwi E K for any g E G. Suppose that 
gxi = xjh. Then 
gwi = gxiw = xjho = l(h) X.~O = l(h)wi E K. 
For g E G, let i”(g): F,(G) -+ F,(G) be defined by Y’(g)x = gx where 
x E F,(G). Then P(g) is the left regular representation of G. Since K is a left 
ideal of F&G), the restriction of P(g) to K is an endomorphism of K. For 
convenience, we use L(g) to denote the matrix of P(g) relative to the basis 
10 , ,.-*, w, 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. L*(g) = L(g) for all g E G. 
Proof. We may view A*(g) as a linear transformation on K relative to 
the basis {oi ,..., wm}. We will show that k*(g)w, =P(g)wk for all 
1 < k < m. Suppose that gx, = xjh. Then 
A"(g)o, = c A(x,~'gx,)0, = 
,rl 
5 ,l(x;‘xjh)q = A(h)q 
i-1 
since 2(x; ‘x,h) = 0 if xi # xi. On the other hand, 
Y(g)q = gx,w = x,hw = l(h)xlw = ;l(h)wj. 
Now Theorem 2.3 is clear. 
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3. A CHARACTERIZATION FOR A-GROUP MATRICES 
In this section, we will give a characterization of I-group matrices under 
the assumption that H c C(G) where C(G) is the center of G. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let [q~] E F(G/H, n). Then 
Proof. 
I 
= [&x,x,:‘)]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. rf H = 1, then [(o] E F(G/H, A) is a group matrix for 
G. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
For g E G, let .5?(g): F,(G) + F,(G) be defined by .?(g)x = xg-’ where 
x E F,(G). Then .R(g) is the right regular representation of G. Since H is 
contained in the center of G, the proof of Proposition 2.2 also shows that K 
is a right ideal of F,(G). This implies that the restriction of .9(g) to K is an 
endomorphism of K. We use the notation Z?(g) to denote the matrix of .9(g) 
relative to the basis {wr,..., w,,,}. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be an m x m block matrix with blocks in F,. Then 
X E F(G/H, A) if and only if R(x,)X = XR(xi) for all 1 < i < m. 
Proof: It is easy to see that R(g,) L(g,) = L(g,) R(g,). By the definition 
of A-group matrices and Theorem 2.3, we have R(x,)X = XR(xi) if 
X E F(G/H, A). Conversely, suppose that X satisfies R(x,)X = XR(xi) for all 
l<i<m. Let X= [X,,] and let rp: G + F, be defined by p(xih) = A(h)X,, . 
Then (o is a ,%-map. Let Y = X - [q]. Then R(xi) Y = YR(xi) for all 1 < i < m 
and Yi, = 0 for 1 < i ,< m. Let /?(i, j) E H, 1 < b(i, j) < m, be defined by 
xix17 ’ = X*(i. j)PCi9 A* 
We may view [ Yij] = Y as a linear transformation on K. Then 
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ca(xk>[Yijl wj = ca(xk> 
(i, y-) 
7 r~ I 
= \“- YijWXiXk’ = ~~ Yijp(i, k)Xb(i.k,w 
,r, ,el 
Iyij] cg(xk)wj= [ Yij]oXjXk' = [ y(j]P(.i9 k)xb(j,k)w 
= nGa(j3 k))[ yijl Ob(j,k) = ‘Co(jy ‘)) 5 Yi.b(,j.k)Wi 
i= I 
= nda(j~ k)) 2 Yb(i,k).b(J.k)Wb(i,k). 
i=l 
Since 9(x,)[ Yij] = [ Yij] S’]x,), we have 
Note that b(j, j) = 1. Let k = j in the above identity; we have 
Yij = XCa(i, j)) ‘b(i,.j). I = 0 
for all 1 < i, j< m. It follows that X= [p] E F(G/H, A). This proves 
Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X E F(G/H, A). If X is invertible, then X-’ E 
F(G/H, A>. 
Remark. For group matrices, Theorem 3.3 has been known for some 
time. Thompson used it in his paper [lo]. A different version for generalized 
r-circulants was proved in [ 111. 
4. A. SPECIAL CASE 
In this section, we will show that if H is a normal subgroup of G and if A 
extends to G, then F(G/H, A) is isomorphic to F,(G/H) where F,(G/H) is the 
algebra of group matrices for G/H which can be identified with the group 
algebra of G/H over F,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that H is normal in G and suppose that there is 
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a representation x of G such that x lH = A. We suppose further that x(g)A = 
Ax(g) for all g E G and s x s matrix A. Let 
V = diagW,),..., x(x,>>. 
Then X E F(G/H, ,I) if and only if V-‘XV E F,7(G/H). 
Proof. Let X = [o] E F(G/H, A). Then 
v-‘xv= v-1 L \’ l(h) cp(xi hx/ ‘) V 
n f;;TI I 
= [i,f(Xi) ( “ x(h) P(xihxi ‘I) X(XiIl 
h%f 
x(xi hx,,: ‘) &xi hx,: ’ ) 
I 
. 
Suppose that Xi, X,i, Xk, 2, E G/H such that XiMy,,: ’ = xkx, ‘. This implies 
that xi Hx,: ’ = xk Hx; ’ and 
L \‘ 
n hz? 
j&hx,?) q(xihx,,T’) = L \’ 
n hill 
f(x, hx, ‘) q(x, hx, ‘). 
Therefore the (i,j)-block and (k,l)-block of V-‘XV are equal. This implies 
that V-‘XV is a block group matrix for G/H. 
Conversely, suppose that Y = If(xiZ,: ‘)I where f: G/H + F, is a map. Let 
~7: G + F, be defined by q(g) =x(g) f (g). Then v, is a A-map and 
lq I E F(GIH, A>. 
v-‘[a,]~‘= f ;,, ~(x,hx,/‘)q$x;hx,j’) 
L I 
= i sH f(Xihx,,“)] = [f(fif,,“)] = Y 
This implies that VYV-’ E F(G/H, A). Now Theorem 4.1 is clear. 
5. F(G/H, A)FOR AN ABELIAN G 
In this section, we will study the A-group matrices for an abelian group G. 
Let F be the splitting field for the representations of G. Suppose that 
A= 1, @ I, where A, is a character of H. By the group representation theory, 
there exists m inequivalent characters xl ,..., xm of G such that xilH = d, for 
481/76/1-I I 
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all i = l,..., m. Note that A( = ;l,(h)A. For convenience, we say f is a A,- 
map iff is a A-map. 
LEMMA 5.1. Letfi be al,-mapandf, beax,-map. Thenforanyg, E G, 
Proof: This follows easily from the following observation. 
iz, f~(Xihgl)h(X/hgl)= ,$, f,(Xig1)fi(Xigl) for h E H. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
1 c - - 
m ke, XiCxk) Xjtxk) = 6i.j. 
Proof. Note that Xi is a X,-map and xi is a A,-map. By Lemma 5.1, 
1 <7 - 
’ - m key Xi(xk) Xj(xk) = G I ” Xi(g)X,/(g) =&‘i,j IGI = 6i.j. 
,?EG 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let fl = [m-“2x,j(xi)] where 1 ,< i, j < m. Then 
R*fJ=I,. 
ProoJ 
For a character x of G and a map q): G --, F,Y, let 
sCX3 9) = c Axi) 9Cxi)* 
i-l 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 9,: G + F, be a A-map and let fi = l2 0 I,. Then 
fisi-’ [9]h = diag(S(x,, rp),..., Sol,,,, 9)). 
Proof By Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 5.3, 
s-‘[9]d = h*[9(xixj’)]d 
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Note that Xi is a X,-map and q~ is a II-map. By Lemma 5.1, 
m 
\’ &(x,x,‘)cp(x,x;‘)= c - 
kY, 
k~, XiCxk) (PCxk> = s(xi, PI* 
This implies that 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let [ (01 E F(G/H, A). Then [p] is nonsingular if and 
only if det(Sk, rp)) # 0 f or all characters x of G such that x I,, = A. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let [(o] E F(G/H, A). If [pj is nonsingular, then 
[p]-’ = [p,] where 
Proof By Theorem 5.4, we have 
l$!?-’ =J-qsi,is(&,(o--‘Jd-’ 
L 
1 q! z- m kc, XkCxi) sOlk 9 ul) - ’ XkCxi) 
I 
Xk(Xix,j”)Skk~V1)-’ 
I 
’ 
Then 
This implies Corollary 5.6. 
It is not diffkult to see that the Ayoub’s result in the introduction is a 
special case of Corollary 5.6. 
COROLLARY 5.7. X E F(G/H, A) if and only if fi*Xfi is a block 
diagonal matrix. 
Proof: If suffices to show that dDd* E F(G/H, A) where D = 
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16i,iD,jl I <i.,j<m and DjE F,. The same computation as in Corollary 5.6 
shows that 
Let q(g) = (l/m) X:-m i xk(g)D,. Then q is a l-map and 
dOti* = [q] E F(G/H,A). 
This completes the proof. 
Finally, we will show that a l-group matrix is also a generalization of 
skew-circulant. Let P be an n x n matrix such that Pij = 1 if i = j + 1. =-1 
if I’ = 1,j = n and =0 otherwise. Then X is a skew-circulant if X = xi!-,: aiPi 
141. 
THEOREM 5.8. X is skew-circulant if and on@ if X E F(G/H, ,I) where 
G = (a) is a cyclic group of order 2n, H = (a”), and A( 1) = 1, J.(a”) = -1. 
The proof is easy and thus omitted. 
Remark. For group matrices, Theorem 5.4 is well known. We refer to 
[ 2, 5, 111 for different proofs. 
6. Q-MATRICES 
As in the Introduction, let G be an arbitrary finite group and let H be a 
subgroup. Let A be an s-dimensional representation of H. We assume that 
ker /1 is a normal subgroup of G. Since we are primarily interested in the 
cases that G is abelian or H = 1, this is not a serious restriction. Let 
P(G/H, 1) be the set of all permutations ,D of G such that ,u(gh) =,u(g),u(h) 
for g E G and h E H and A@(g)) = A(g) f or all g E G. Recall that A(g) = 0 if 
g & H. Let 4: G + G/ker II be the quotient map. Let A(G/H, 1) be the set of 
all permutations ,U in P(G/H,l) such that q,u: G + G/ker A is a 
homomorphism. It is routine to verify the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. P(G/H, A) and A(G/H, A) are subgroups of the group 
of permutations of G. 
As in the Introduction, let /i = (x, = l,..., x,) be a fixed set of represen- 
tatives of left cosets of H in G in a fixed order. For ,D E P(G/H, A) and 
1 < i < m, let 1 <c(i) < m, p(i) E H be defined by 
EICxi) = x~ci,N>~ i = l,..., m. 
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For ,u E P(G/H, A) let the m x m block matrix Q@) with blocks in F, be 
defined by 
If H = 1, then Q@) is a permutation matrix. In general, Q(B) is not a 
permutation matrix. We will show that Q@) behaves very much like a 
permutation matrix. In this section, we use I to denote the identity matrix of 
order ms. 
LEMMA 6.2. (i) Let ,u E P(G/H, A). Th en k(i) = k(j) if and only if i = j. 
(ii) Let p E A(G/H, 1). Then for 1 < i, j < m, g E G 
G4w’P(g>P(xi)) = @i’gxi)~ 
(iii) ker A * c ker 1 and ker A* = ker A if H c C(G). 
Proof. To prove (i), note that i;(i) =$j) implies that ,B(x~) Ep(x,)H. 
Using the property that p(gh) =,u(g)p(h), it can be shown by induction that 
pk(xi) E ,LL’(x,~)H for any k. Since p is a permutation of G, p”’ = id for some t. 
Let k = t, we have xi E xjH. This implies that i = j. The converse is obvious. 
Let ,u E A(G/H,k). Since qp: G + G/ker 1 and q: G+ G/ker A are 
homomorphisms, 
9PCxi ‘gxj) = (9PCxi)) ’ W(g) 9PCx,j) 
~9cU(xj)~‘)9~(~)9~(xj)~9cU(x;>~‘~u(~)~u(xj))~ 
This implies that 
It follows that 
This proves (ii). 
Suppose that A*(g) = I. Since A*(g) = [A(x;‘gxl)], A(g) = 1. It follows 
that g E H and g E ker A. 
If H c C(G) and h E ker 2, then 
A*(h) = [L(x,‘hx,,)] = [6,,j~(x,~‘hxi)] 
= ~~,~(h)] = [d,] = I. 
This implies that ker A = ker A*. This proves (iii). 
Next, we will prove some useful properties of Q-matrices. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. (i) Q(M) = I, 
(ii) Qol> Q(u) = QW>, 
(iii) Q@-‘) = Q@)-’ = Q@)*, 
where ,a, u E P(G/H, A). 
Proof. (i) is obvious from the definition. To prove (ii), note that 
P”Cxi) = P(x,(j) O^Ci)> = PtxG:,i)) Pu(a(i)> 
= k,-;&(c(i)) fiu(f%i)). 
Q@> Q(u) = [ai,c(j) JfX.d)ll~i.~(j) X(~(.d>l 
= [si.jC6(j))xC;(o’(.lJ~~ x(8(.lJ)l 
= 16i,~G(j)XCli(8(A)) xcU(eW>>l 
= [si,,-,(j,xcu^(~(j)>~u(B(j)))l 
= Q(w). 
From (ii), we have 
It follows that Q&-l) = Q@)-‘. 
Q@)* QCu) = I~;~i~,j~du^(i>)II~i,;~j~~~(~>>I 
= Is,,i,,,-(j,nCu(i)p(j)-l)l =I 
by Lemma 6.2.i. This proves (iii). 
Clearly, this proposition shows that Q-matrices have similar properties as 
permutation matrices. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let p E P(G/H, A). Then p E A(G/H, A) if and only if 
Q@)x*(g) Q(p-’ =x*@(g)) for all g E G. 
Proof: Suppose that p E A(G/H, A). We will show that 
QW*~*olW Qol> =x*(g). 
Qol)*I*cU(g)) QG> = [~~~i~,j~Cu(~>>l[~(x~‘~(g)xj>I[~i.~~j~~Cu^(~))I 
= InCu^Ci>) ;i(x,:P(g)xi(j)) ;icu^U))l 
= [xcU(i>-lx~(:)P(g) x;(j)PU>)l 
= [xol(xi)-’ Pu(g)Pu(xj)l = [x(xL’kTxj)l 
=X*(g) 
by Lemma 6.2(ii). 
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Conversely, suppose that for all g E G 
QW~*(d Qol>-' =~*cUW). 
Then for g, , g, E G, 
x*ol(g, A> = Q&l A*(& gz> Qcll>-' 
= QWx*(g,) Qol>-' QCu)l*(gJ Qol>-' 
= J*Ol(gJ> J*cuk*N = ~“cu(&M&>). 
This implies that 
cU(g, gd-’ dg,>iu(gA E h-A*. 
Since ker A* c ker A, and ker q = ker A, 
401(g, gz)) = SMS,)P(S2>) = de,)) w(g*)) 
and ,D E A (G/H, A). 
The next theorem generalizes a result of [2]. 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose that J. is a character of H. Let ,u E A(G/H, A). 
Then X E F(G/H, ,I) if and only if Q(u) XQ(,u)-’ E F(G/H, A). 
Proof. By definition, if X E F(G/H, A), then 
x=+, 2 cmJ*(g), REG 
where q: G-P F is a A-map. 
It is easy to check that q@-‘(g)) is also a I-map. This implies that 
Q(D) XQ@)-’ E F(G/H, A.). The converse can be proved in the same way. 
Remark. For abelian group matrices, Theorem 6.5 was proved by 
Chalkley in [2]. Theorem 6.5 also includes nonabelian group matrices as 
special cases. 
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7. CANONICAL FORMS 
In this section, we assume that G is abelian and 1 is a character of H. We 
retain the notation of Sections 5 and 6. We will study matrices of the form 
Q(u)X where p E A(G/H, A) and X E F(G/H, A). Among other things, we 
will show how to find the eigenvalues for those matrices. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. For ,u E A(G/H, A), let x7(g) =X!@(g)) where 
i = I,..., m. Then there exists a permutation u of ( l,..., m} such that x0,,, =x$’ 
for i = l,..., m. 
Proof: Since G is abelian, by Lemma 6.2, ker1 = ker /I*. By 
Theorem 5.4, we have 
C’X*(g)Q = diag@,(g) ,..., f,,,(g)). 
This implies that ker 1” = 0;: i ker xi. We will show that ,&’ are characters 
of G. Let g,, g, E G. Since p E A(G/H, A), 4~ and q are homomorphisms. 
w(g, 8,) = wk,) 4&T,) = d/4g,)Pu(g2))~ 
This implies that 
Thus 
XicU(gl g*)> =XicU(gl)P(g*)) =XiP(gl)XicU(g2)). 
This shows that xy are characters of G. Since l@(h)) = l(h). 
p(h)h-’ E ker A c kerXi. 
This implies that 
x?(h) = xiCu@)) = xi(h) = A(h), 
Since there are exactly m inequivalent characters xi of G which extend A, 
there is a permutation o of {I,..., m} such that xOCij =xf, 1 < i < m. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let ,u E A (G/H, ,I). Then 
Ii-‘Q(u)0 = P(a)-‘, 
whereP(a)= I~i.o(j)Il<i..~<m. 
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Proof. 
Q-‘Q(n) = [m -“2Xi(xj)l Isi.;(j)xcU(.d) I 
= lm “2iiff(x;(j)) ;zcu^(j))l = Im “‘XiCx;(/) P(j)) I 
= [m - “‘fi(Ll(Xi))] = Im - “2&,(x,i)] 
= ~6,,i,,i~Im-“2~i(x,i)~ = P(u)-‘0-l. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let p E P(G/H,A). Then ,u E A(G/H,I) if and only if 
fF’Q(,u)G is a permutation matrix. 
Proof. The only if part is Theorem 7.2. Suppose W’Q@)fi = P(s) for a 
permutation matrix. 
a-‘Q(&‘X*(g) Q(,u)Q =.n~‘Qcu)-‘.n.n~‘x*(g).RR~‘Qcll)~ 
= f’(r)-’ diagOll(g),-.,xm(g)) P(r) 
= diagkll,(gL xTl,,(g>). 
By Corollary 5.7, Q&)-‘J*(g) Q@) E F(G/H,l). A computation which is 
similar to the proof of Proposition 6.4 shows that 
QW'l*(g) Q@> = I&(x;>-’ s,dxj>>l- 
This and Proposition 1.3 implies that 
QW'x*(g) Qol>= IvL 
where q(gl) = x&(g,)-‘g). By Lemma 3.1 we have 
IV1 = IxcU(xixJ’)-‘g)I. 
It follows that 
for all 1 < i, j < m, g E G. This implies that 
@(xi))- ’ ,a(xj) p(xix,,: ‘) E ker A = ker q. 
It follows that 
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and 
W(xix,“> = W(xi)(W(xj))-l. 
From here, it is easy to show that for g,, g, E G, 
448, &> = w(gJ WkJ 
and p E A (G/H, A). 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let ,u E P(G/H, A). If Q(p) XQ@)- ’ E F(G/H, A) for 
all X E F(G/H, A), then ,u E A (G/H, 1). 
Proof. Let M= &‘Q(,u)~. We will show that M is a permutation 
matrix. Let D be a diagonal matrix so that the entries on the diagonal are 
distinct. By Corollary 5.7, l2DR - ’ E F(G/H, A). By assumption, 
Q(U) RDR-’ Q@)-l E F(G/H, A). By Corollary 5.7 again, 
MDM-’ = fl-‘Q(u).nDJ2-‘Q(,u~‘l2 = D,, 
where D, is another diagonal matrix which has the same eigenvalues as D. 
This implies that A4 is a permutation matrix. By Theorem 7.3, 
,D E A(G/H, A). Next, we show that there is a useful quasi-diagonalization for 
Q@)X where ,D E A(G/H, A) and X E F(G/H, A). 
THEOREM 7.5. Let ,u E A(G/H, A) and let a be the permutation such that 
l2-‘Q(p)l2 = P(a)-‘. Write 
a = (O(l),..., O(t,))(O(t, + I),..., &)) ... (B(t,-, + I),..., e(t,)), 
where 1 < t, < t, < . . . < t, = m as a product of disjoint cycles including the 
trivial cycles. Let [q] E F(G/H, 1). Then 
where Mh = NIL@& lhm, +1 SOlecj, 3 ~1) and N, is a permutation matrix of 
order (t,, - t, _ ,) of the form 0. 1.. 0 ‘. : ‘, 
N,= O. ‘..,J.~  [. I 10 ..:. 0 
Here @i=, Xi = diag(X, ,..., X,). 
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in [ 121. Note that & ‘a&j) = 
j + 1 if j # t, and B- ‘crO(t,,) = t,_, + 1. This implies that P(B)-’ P(a) P(8) = 
fye-be) = o;=, N;. 
p(e)-w’Qcp)[rp] m(e)=p(e)-1 p(“)-‘[Gi,s~i~(o)] p(e) 
= P(e-‘ae)-‘[6ijSOl,,i,, rP)l = ihi1 N”) lGi,jSO10(i)3 cP)l 
= & M,. 
h=l 
We remark that the key step of the computation is that RP ‘Q@)Q is a 
permutation matrix. In views of Theorem 7.3, Theorem 7.5 cannot be 
extended to p E P(G/H, A). 
COROLLARY 7.6. With the same assumptions as Theorem 7.5, let Sh = 
th - thpl, w = exp(2ni/Sh) and qi,h = wi(n,T!, ShO(t,m,+,j)r y))“Sh for 
1 < i < S, and 1 < h < p. Then the complete system of eigenvalues of 
Qol>[~l isgiven by 
We remark that one can also find the corresponding eigenvectors by the 
quasi-diagonalization of Q(,u)[~]. 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let G be a finite abelian group and let H be a 
subgroup of index m such that h2 = 1 for all h E H. Let L be a character of 
H and let v, be a A-map. Let A = (x, = I,..., xm) be a set of representatives of 
left cosets of H in G. Then the complete system of eigenvalues of 
lP(Xix,i)l~<i,j<m is given by 
where x is over all characters of G such that x(h) = k(h) for h E H. 
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